Facile thermal treatment process for assembling vertically aligned semiconductor nanorods in solution.
Large-area films of vertically-aligned semiconductor nanorods have the potential to be useful, active materials for optoelectronic devices. We demonstrate here a highly facile thermal annealing approach for reversibly assembling 28 nm long CdSe nanorods into vertically aligned arrays in solution. Using temperature to control solvent strength, aggregated nanorods in a marginally poor solvent mixture were first dispersed at elevated temperatures and then reassembled into freely suspended, ordered sheets of aligned nanorods up to 24 μm in diameter upon slow cooling. The assembly method was tolerant of nanorod polydispersity and was effective over a wide range of solvents and nanorod concentrations. The pre-assembled nanorods could be directly drop-cast from solution onto a substrate and rapidly dried to obtain a film of vertically aligned nanorods.